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T

he phrase ‘digital transformation’ is
used extensively by technology
companies and technologists. But its
haphazard usage through an increasingly
wider populace is potentially detrimental
to its meaning.
A 2016 blog on MSDN by J.D. Meier,
director of Digital Business Transformation
at Microsoft Digital Advisory Services,
summarises the situation nicely. He
writes: “Digital transformation can be
elusive if you can’t define it. Lucky for
us, there’s no shortage of definitions for
digital transformation.”
Meier goes on to list definitions from
Wikipedia, Altimeter, Capgemini and MIT,
and Agile Elephant. As you might expect,
Microsoft also has its own definition. We
believe that digital transformation is about
reimagining how you bring together
people, data, and processes to create
value for your customers and maintain
a competitive advantage in a digital-first
world.
Microsoft’s approach to digital
transformation relies on four pillars that
are central to that transformation:
• engage customers
• empower employees
• optimise operations
• transform products.
Critics looking for more specifics of
which digital technologies should be
included or a step by step guide of how
to achieve digital transformation might
argue these various definitions are
quite broad. There is, however, a reason
for the high-level definition for digital
transformation – every organisation is
different. Each organisation’s journey of
digital transformation is unique, because
they start from different places, have
a wide range of technologies in place,
operate in various sectors, or locations,
and have different strategic objectives.
Ultimately every digital transformation
journey is different because every
organisation is different.

In this edition of Transformer, we’re looking
at digital transformation of the organisation
with a focus on the role that the IT enterprise
plays in this. What are the key considerations
that must be made for the IT in order to
enable the wider organisation to transform?
You’ll find articles in these pages offering
advice on how to deal with the disruption
brought about by international digitallyenabled players, some fundamental
technology considerations to address, as
well as the issues around trying to transform
your supplier ecosystem. We also look at
the dichotomy created now employees
are technologically enabled to work from
anywhere, and yet many corporates are
moving into centrally-located, purpose-built
new head offices. There are also a couple of
case studies that provide real-world examples
of transformation – AutoTraderSA, which
has now dropped its print format in favour
of a digital model, and Sasol, which has
modernised its IT infrastructure to be more
agile.
I hope you find the content in this edition
thought-provoking and interesting.

Ulrike Weitz
Editor

To access the additional content
in our digital versions (iPad,
Android and/or PDF), scan the QR
code or visit books.itweb.co.za
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DO OR DIE
Global digital powerhouses are pouring into South Africa, disrupting industries
overnight. What can local firms do to defend their turf?
BY DAVE GLAZIER | PHOTO: KAROLINA KOMENDERA

I

n our day-to-day lives, many of us interact
with the likes of Google, Amazon and
Facebook on a regular basis. We might also tune
into Netflix for evening entertainment, or perhaps
catch a ride in an Uber. Every now and then, we
might book holiday accommodation via Airbnb.
Slowly but surely, these digital-first global
organisations are drawing more and more of our
attention, gathering more of our data, and of
course lightening our wallets.
As individuals, we’re benefitting from the
wonderful convenience of these digital offerings.
But as businesses, just how does South Africa
Inc. battle against these powerful ecosystems
and services that encroach on our local industry
verticals? How do local organisations navigate
their way through these waves of digital
disruption?
Greg Serandos, founder of Sausalito Technology
Advisors, has spent a number of years in Silicon
Valley (the hotbed for so many of these global
digital disruptors). He believes that local South
African organisations need to react more quickly
and decisively to the threats hitting our shores.
“If you find more pressure happening to your
margins, it means you’ve been doing the same
thing for too long,” he says. “Today, all businesses
are technology businesses. It’s about how you use
your technology to fend off disruptors.”
For instance, Serandos shows that in the
insurance sector, digital technologies should make
it possible for customers to instantly get shortterm cover, with just a few taps of a smartphone.
Or, looking internally within the insurance firm,
advanced analytics and AI services should be
applied to pinpoint cases of fraud.
So far, in South Africa, these innovations haven’t
truly happened yet. So there’s still time to build
digital services that compete head-on with the
very best coming to us from faraway shores.
PARTNERING FOR SPEED AND SUCCESS
Jayshree Naidoo is CEO of Yiedi: an innovation,
strategy and incubation firm based in
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Johannesburg. With previous experience running
incubators for large organisations, Naidoo believes
it’s in the startup realm that we’ll see the biggest
challengers to the overseas digital powerhouses.
“We’re seeing (local) startups becoming more
aggressive in the spaces that they’re looking
to disrupt,” she says. “Previously, we saw a lot
of entrepreneurs playing it safe, but in the past
couple of years we’ve seen them embracing new
digital thinking; really embracing the concept of
the fourth industrial revolution.”

“IF YOU FIND MORE
PRESSURE HAPPENING TO
YOUR MARGINS, IT MEANS
YOU’VE BEEN DOING THE
SAME THING FOR TOO
LONG.”
Greg Serandos, Sausalito Technology Advisors

Naidoo points to Azar Bank, one of the nascent
fintech firms that’s vying to attract market share
away from South Africa’s traditional large banks,
as a prime example of new thinking that will
prove resilient if and when the likes of Google and
Facebook start launching more compelling digital
finance offerings.
But for existing firms looking to defend
themselves against threats, Naidoo says forming
partnerships with faster-moving startups is often
a great strategy. She believes that South African
corporates are now far more willing to embrace
new ideas, form new incubators and accelerators,
and partner with the startup community.
“What I’m excited about from a large corporate
perspective is the way they’re embracing new
thinking – which you can see in the likes of
Standard Bank’s Singularity event or BCX’s Disrupt
event.”

OVERCOMING INERTIA
In 2017, Accenture released a paper that garnered
significant global attention: ‘Thriving on Disruption’.
Alarmingly, it revealed from the over-500 chief
strategy officers polled, “not a single strategy
executive mentioned any attempt at disrupting
their own industries first…In fact, few had any
specific plans at all for weathering disruptive
innovation.”
This brings us to perhaps the most essential
point in the ‘digital disruption’ debate: if you don’t
reshape and disrupt your own industry and your
own business, then someone else will come along
and do so, such as Amazon, Facebook, Uber,
Google, or Tesla.
Another key shift that forward-looking
organisations are making — in many different
industries — is to move away from products, and
towards platforms.
Electronics and healthtech firm Philips, for
example, is shifting from discreet physical products,
and evolving towards creating cloud-based digital
platforms on which others in the ecosystem
can develop and deliver healthtech products to
markets. Industrial giant GE has created a platform
that’s purpose-built for the digital industrial era
— analysing a variety of machine data in a cloud
environment.
The website IdeasForLeaders.com describes
this shift from traditional products, to platforms:
“the path to profitability depends on maximising
the transactions on the platform rather than
maximising the number of units sold of a particular
product.” It’s a principle that should have local
business leaders considering how they can evolve
to become platform players.
TAKING ACTION
Serandos warns that if disruption hasn’t yet hit
your industry, it will soon. “Historically, disruption
strikes industries with extremely high profits or
very expensive functions first, but eventually new
technology and innovation reaches all industries
and all functions.”
“In the current cycle, financial services,
manufacturing, and telecommunications were the
hardest hit. And from a functions perspective, sales
and accounting processes have been the most
widely impacted,” he says.
But there’s still plenty of room for creative
ideas to flourish, and even for South African
organisations to take them to the rest of the

Jayshree Naidoo, Yiedi

world. In helping to combat the scourge of crime,
Serandos points to a new security response service
‘on-demand’ where one can push a panic button
from their phone and alert the closest armed
response unit.
This gives customers point-in-time solutions
when they need it most, and could well set a tone
for a new way of delivering security services to
consumers.
Ultimately, fending off the threat of the global
digital giants is a uniquely personal endeavour,
specific to each company. Some may find that
moving into adjacent verticals is a great way to
diversify revenue streams, while others look to
spin off periphery assets and focus on a very solid
core business. Some find original, local flavours
for their strategic direction, while others visit every
international roadshow and conference on the
calendar, hunting for global insights.
Whatever your business’ strategy to fight off the
onslaught, it must be well thought-through, and
followed up with commitment and passion.
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DEVELOPING A TRANSFORMATION
STRATEGY
Digital transformation is the buzzword of our age and a business necessity. But what
does it mean from a strategic point of view?
BY JAMES FRANCIS | PHOTO: SUPPLIED

D

on’t call the modern executive scared. They’re not
running away from organisational digital
transformation. Most seem to grasp the significance
of this evolution.
The real barrier, says Gartner analyst, Frank
Buytendijk, is considerably harder to address. “It’s not
that people are afraid of change. If you’re on a curve
where you’re super successful, you can see that a few
things don’t start to work anymore. But you’re still at
the top of your business performance. Then you get
the question put to you - there’s this new s-curve
coming - it’s all going to be digital. The business
performance is going to be nowhere to what you
have right now, the risk levels are higher and it may
not even take place immediately. How wise is it
to close your eyes and just jump and burn the old
s-curve behind you? That’s just not very smart.”
To understand what Buytendijk means, do an
image search for ‘eye of ambiguity’. You will find a
graph of two s-curves, one slightly ahead and below
the other. One curve represents the current company
journey, while the second is the new digital journey.
Where they congregate, the curves shape an eye,
the spot where change is least appetising yet most
necessary.
Making that s-curve jump is daunting, a topic
covered in the book Jumping the S-Curve by
Accenture Research’s MD, Paul Nunes. The book
argues that the ability to jump these curves is what
separates continually successful companies from
has-beens. This applies to everything, not just digital,
but it serves well to illustrate the modern executive’s
dilemma.
RESHAPING STRATEGY
Strategy likes an s-curve — you know where you are
and where you can potentially go. But a strategic
adjustment won’t allow the crucial jump. To harness
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digital means changing in fundamental ways.
Doing so is counter-intuitive, which is why
companies struggle. Buytendijk argues that little
of what we learn in MBAs and thousands of
strategy books is useful when making the jump.
In fact, that knowledge can be dangerous. “You’re
making a jump and don’t know where to. It’s
much better at this stage to not have a choicebased strategy, but to have an option-based
strategy.”
CIOs can take some guidance from venture
capitalists, says Buytendijk. This means preempting project-based thinking with an
innovation portfolio. Instead of budgets and
business cases, portfolio items are about
expanding choices and risking failure in order to
learn something. VC CIOs also know that a great
team is more important than a great solution, and
they know when to pivot something in order to
build on lessons. He stresses the need to harvest
insights from as many domains as possible, and
to avoid steps-based requirements. For example,
Buytendijk cites the Discovery Vitality project,
which started life as a few Fitbits gathering data
over a weekend. It was a low-tech experiment
that unearthed great potential. Building that
potential through iterative learning — and not
hoping a months-long project will deliver on ROI
— is the digital way forward.
Breaking away from the every-problem-isa-project mentality sits core to this strategic
shift. According to Brett St Clair, CEO, Siatik, stop
thinking about the 300 business problems and
focus on the three that are most critical and can
be actioned right now. “Solve the problem quickly:
get it in front of a customer, see if you really are
solving the problem. When you get that feedback,
then start investing more and start to scale.”

This iterative way of working is a drastic
departure from project-centricity, where a budget
and timeline work together to deliver a return on
investment. It’s now important to have that options
strategy stage to determine what will stick. Digital
companies are ruthless: initiatives are evaluated
often and those that don’t hold prospective profit
are killed off. Teams then pursue other problems
using the lessons learned. This iterative approach
helps reveal the possible success stories, says
St Clair.
“You can no longer isolate funding to a project
– this funding goes into a revenue stream and
the investment that you’re making should start
generating either more margin or more revenues:
so even the funding structures need to start
changing.”

“DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
IS NEVER ABOUT DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGY, ONLY ABOUT THE
STRATEGY. THE TECHNOLOGY IS
JUST A MEANS TO GET WHERE YOU
WANT TO BE.”

Brett St Clair, Siatik

Dr Jeff Chen, GIBS

THE FOUR SCALES OF TRANSFORMATION
So that’s where you should be. But how do
you get started? This is what Dr Jeff Y-J Chen,
GIBS lecturer; Ntandoyethu Mhlungu, IT quality
manager, Armscor; and Peter Alkema, CIO of FNB
Business Banking, sought to answer in a new draft
paper. Their research revealed two fundamental
ingredients, says Chen: “Do you know where
you’re going? If not, whatever transformation
process you put together is pointless. Digital
transformation goes where the business goes.
You also have to look at internal capability, in
terms of culture, people skill, legacy equipment,
all of which are added together to come up with
a change management process that takes you
forward.”
An interesting finding of their paper, which
surveyed executives from 34 organisations
across seven industries, is that there’s very little
difference in opinion and understanding between
IT and non-IT executives. People grasp digital
transformation, again refuting the view that it’s
fear of change that holds back technological
transformation.

The paper defines four scales: customer centricity,
governance, innovation and procurement. It
confirms that a customer-centric approach is the
starting point, but underlines among other things
the need for change mechanisms, standards to help
steer digital transformation initiatives (and avoid
shadow IT), the ability to identify and advance
innovative endeavours, as well as new funding
arrangements and external partnerships.
Like all strategy, knowing the sum of the business
parts is crucial, something the paper reaffirms, says
Chen. “Digital transformation is never about digital
technology, only about the strategy. The technology
is just a means to get where you want to be.”
The old truths still stand: a true digital
transformation requires a destination for the
business and buy-in from the top down. These
remain, because they’re fundamental in realigning
strategy — and strategy is where most change will
be realised.
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| CASE STUDY

NAVIGATING DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION
Going full digital is the biggest challenge to business culture since the emergence of the
modern corporation. Here’s how one company did it.

BY JAMES FRANCIS | PHOTO: KAROLINA KOMENDERA

I

n March 2017, AutoTraderSA shut its print edition,
a magazine that at its height reached over 800
000 people. Today the digital edition of
AutoTraderSA commands a vastly bigger audience,
scaling 20 times larger than its print counterpart and
generating over R185 million in revenue. Not bad
considering the initial steps were made when the
magazine was at its height of popularity and size.
This was vindication for a course set ten years
previous.
It’s a remarkable example of digital transformation.
Everyone nowadays seems to have advice and ideas
of where to go. So it’s interesting that George Mienie,
AutoTraderSA CEO, admits he didn’t.
“We took nine years of course correction. And that
strategy changed fundamentally and significantly
over that time period. What we thought was the
world of the future in 2007 wasn’t the future that we
realised in 2017.”
Mienie likens it to pointing a ship across the
ocean to an unknown continent. You might sense
the general direction, but it needs constant course
correction. 2007 was the year the iPhone launched,
so nobody could predict the changes that were
ahead. Mienie and his team certainly couldn’t.
Even consultants gave them contrary advice,
recommending they rather invest in free magazines
to accommodate SA’s slow-growing digital
audiences.
But instead the magazine went for a more radical
approach. Mienie didn’t know what the future held,
so he did the next best thing: prepare.

George Mienie, AutoTraderSA
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| CASE STUDY

TEAM, TEAM, TEAM
“In those years I did every single interview, because
I needed to make sure that everyone coming into
the business fitted the digital native persona that
we wanted. One of the things I looked for when
they walked in was: do you carry a smartphone?
Especially later on, when we got to 2010, 2011:
do you carry a smartphone and are you active
on social media? That gave us an indication if the
person was a digital native”

“WE TOOK NINE YEARS OF COURSE
CORRECTION. AND THAT STRATEGY
CHANGED FUNDAMENTALLY AND
SIGNIFICANTLY OVER THAT TIME PERIOD.”
George Mienie, AutoTraderSA

To reiterate, Mienie didn’t know what the future
held. Even other cases of digital transformation
added ambiguity. They looked at every example,
successes and failures alike, including those within
the international AutoTrader family, and nothing
was the same. As Mienie put it, they did things
differently from everybody else, but everybody
was doing things differently from everybody else
anyway.
Some strategies for digital transformation call
for bimodal, isolating teams or creating separate
businesses. But in this case, there was no separate
digital team. The main magazine staff were nudged
into digital. This was accomplished in several ways,
one of which was to enforce a digital company
culture. Management gave up their offices and
embraced open floors. Staff were encouraged to
work where they go. Even the brown desks were
replaced with the company’s trademark red, white
and blue colours - and all this happened while
AutoTraderSA was still a print business.
Resignations offered another lever. Mienie is
proud that there were very few retrenchments
and that the company has a good average tenure
of three years per employee. His management
team, by and large, have stayed with him for over
a decade. The company used resignations to bring
about change: when a person left, it was heavily
debated on how to use the opportunity. Can the
role be recast to suit the company’s direction? Can

a different type of person be brought in? Is the role
even necessary? Possible disruptions were treated
as ways to adjust strategy.
EXECUTION OVER STRATEGY
This approach benefitted from Mienie’s leadership
style. He favours the maxim that great execution
can carry an average strategy, but average
execution can destroy perfect strategy. This
proved very helpful in an uncertain transformation
environment, where long-term strategy has to be
very flexible.
There’s a deeper dynamic here relating to the
role Mienie and his executives played in keeping
the right people and encouraging the right culture,
not to mention enforce the need for change
across the shareholder, boardroom and employee
spheres. But it ultimately delivered, because
getting the people right paved the road to success.
“Before the strategy, before the execution, if
you have even an inkling of doubt, especially at
senior executive level, or someone doesn’t believe
in the future you’re describing, that can cause
some serious issues. So the team is vital. They
don’t need to be digital gurus. All they need to do
is have the passion and the grit and the tenacity.
You’ve got to have smarts, but what I’ve found
over the last ten years is more important is the
passion and the drive of that individual. That’s
what’s going to get the job done.”
The team is only the tip of the iceberg.
AutoTraderSA’s story is vast and deep, a solid
realisation that there are no recipes for digital
transformation, just ingredients, patience and
a healthy respect for the shifting sands of the
world. Outside of culture and employees, the
magazine’s value chain had to change, as did the
way it approached advertisers and consumers. A
lot of time and money was spent simply devising
the metrics that revealed what customers did and
expected. Then there’s the question of revenue,
which couldn’t falter during this transition. Indeed,
the journey is not yet done – there’s still print in
the AutoTraderSA stable and its transformation is
writing another chapter.
Yet the picture is clear: if you don’t have the
support and you can’t roll with the punches, your
transformation strategy won’t be successful. Even
if you have all that, it can take a decade. But it’s
possible, even in an industry hit hard by digital
hurricanes. That’s food for thought.
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ARCHITECTURE |

A NEW SECRET SAUCE
Think that the organisation’s tasty success lies in the C Suite? You could be wrong, very
wrong indeed.
BY TAMSIN OXFORD | PHOTO: KAROLINA KOMENDERA

T

o add some spice to success the organisation
doesn’t need another C in the suite, it needs a
capable and skilled enterprise architect. The
Harvey Nash and KPMG ‘IT Leadership Survey
2017’ found that enterprise architecture is the
fastest growing tech skill in demand, and this is
being driven by the CIO’s need for support in
delivering an increasingly complex array of
technology projects. A recent Gartner analysis
pointed to how this spurt in demand for enterprise
architects (EA) lies squarely at the feet of the digital
business. Words like ‘holistic’, ‘ecosystem’, and
‘innovative’ are tossed into the EA blender to create
a brand new sauce designed to spur enterprise
growth and support digital transformation.
“The EA offers significant insight and
understanding into the multidimensional nature of
the organisation and how the different parts work
together,” explains Peter Alkema, CIO, Business
Banking at FNB. “Organisations have to respond
rapidly to challenges in the market place and
they have to be more agile and responsive. This
is why the EA needs to be on hand and available
to provide relevant insight, and to run with
transformation as rapidly as they need to.”
In the ‘EA Practice Playbook for 2018’, Forrester
defines the EA as having the ‘ability to nimbly
navigate change in business environments and
effectively leverage technology’. The EA is the
reason why some organisations lead the charge
while others remain left behind. By creating a
comprehensive map of the organisation, the
EA provides business leaders with the ability to
detect inefficiencies and weak spots, and find
opportunities for business transformation.
“A seasoned and knowledgeable EA is a must
for ensuring digital transformation, otherwise
the risk is that any attempt will just become
another IT project with limited business benefits,”

12
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says Sumit Kumar Sharma, enterprise architect,
In2IT Technologies. “The EA is well positioned to
understand business objectives and translate these
into the target ICT landscape.”
Digital transformation may be a term relentlessly
overused in business parlance, but it’s an
imperative to sustainable success. It has to be
embedded into the culture of the organisation and
its implementation should become a common
goal. The EA is pivotal to this process. Their role
is to advocate for change, to be an agent for its
implementation, and to be the person that removes
the roadblocks to success.
“Digital transformation can be for many different
reasons and to achieve a variety of different things,”
says Alkema. “The relevance lies in the business
value and what is trying to be achieved. The
EA brings the insight into how the organisation
works across different levels and within different
dimensions into the war room where people are
strategising the future of the organisation.”
Think of the EA as the person adept at
uncovering the secrets hidden within the Russian
doll. The person who can lift out each successive
tiny part and interpret its place, its function and its
value. They can see the daily picture of how things
work and the processes that streamline them, and
the long-term vision which overlays that and can
recognise where processes will have to change and
adapt.
“EAs take digital transformation as seriously as
any executive within the organisation, perhaps
even more so as they have the business objectives
in mind and need to ensure a positive and
productive outcome,” says Sharma. “Their role
also complements that of the CIO in every step of
the digital transformation journey, from strategic
planning to implementation, governance and the
realisation of the benefits of technology.”

“THE ENTERPRISE ARCHITECT BRINGS THE
INSIGHT INTO HOW THE ORGANISATION
WORKS ACROSS DIFFERENT LEVELS
AND WITHIN DIFFERENT DIMENSIONS
INTO THE WAR ROOM WHERE PEOPLE
ARE STRATEGISING THE FUTURE OF THE
ORGANISATION.”
Peter Alkema, FNB

Peter Alkema, FNB

The EA’s relationship with the CIO may be
complementary, but, according to Alkema, it can
be volatile. The role of the CIO is well-established
within the organisation so the rise of the saucy
enterprise architect is seen as a mix of threat and
opportunity.
“Where you have more back offices and
centralised IT functions, the CIO and the EA
will work relatively well together as the CIO
understands where their world fits within the
rest of the enterprise,” he adds. “If the CIO is a
champion for digitalisation and can leverage IT
partners and give the right advice to the business,

then the two roles complement one another
because the new state of IT in the future is
something the CIO can use as a framework rather
than as a way of marking their territory.”
Enterprise architecture essentially takes a
structured approach to integrating diverse skill sets,
methodologies, systems, tools, and applications to
ensure the creation of an efficient and productive
enterprise. It also adheres to its own standards, and
the TOGAF (The Open Group Architects Forum)
framework happens to be one of the most widely
adopted – 80% of Global 50 companies and 60% of
Fortune 500 companies currently use it.
Defined by its founders, the Open Group, as
the ‘de facto standard for enterprise architecture’,
TOGAF puts everyone on the same page. It
is designed to avoid lock-in to proprietary
solutions, save time and money, use resources
more effectively, deliver return on investment
and standardise open methods for enterprise
architecture.
Sharma describes it as one of the most reliable
architecture frameworks in a market where there
are few other models and frameworks to choose
from. However, he does point out that the EA
shouldn’t only rely on TOGAF, but should rather
focus on the culture and existing enterprise
architecture of the organisation to achieve optimal
results.
“The EA needs to position themselves as an
advisor, providing the organisation with the
stepping stones it needs to get the enterprise
where it wants to go because you can’t transform
overnight,” he says. “You need a vision to get
there, and regardless of the business, you need
a framework, and at the moment TOGAF and
other experimental architectures are geared up
for radical digital transformation and change.
Disruption is meant to be difficult, but it’s also
meant to move you to a better state.”
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CLOUD |

FUTUREPROOFING THE
ENTERPRISE
It’s like damp proofing, only with significantly less mess and a lot more technology.
BY TAMSIN OXFORD | PHOTO: SUPPLIED

H

ow to build a solid foundation in the cloud is a
critical question posed in strategic war rooms
and tabled in C Suite discussions. It’s critical to the
futureproofing of the enterprise and integral to the
long-term success of the business and a question
that’s as multi-layered as the answers it inspires.
“To a certain extent the CIO can’t ensure that
the foundations being laid today will provide a
solid base for the future,” says Jon Tullett, research
manager of IT services, IDC South Africa. “The
industry is asking CIOs to embrace risk and
experiment with emerging technologies, which
is a challenge for a job that used to require risk
aversion. The most important step, really, is to
ensure that the organisation is resilient enough
to adapt to new technologies quickly and change
course nimbly.”
This attitude demands a far more rigorous
approach to enterprise architecture, technology
platforms and IT operations. Actually, the long list
of things it requires can be ticked off next to one
simple box – IT needs to align more closely with
business strategy if it wants to build any kind of a
sustainable foundation. It also needs to recognise
that cloud is incredibly important in developing
a solid base that’s capable of handling the digital
evolution of the future.
“CIOs who know their organisations need
more flexibility and agility to succeed are already
taking advantage of cloud-based IT services and
applications to achieve this,” says Keith Langridge,
VP of network services, BT. “However, they’re
struggling to get their infrastructure to deliver the
rapid response, easy collaboration and constant
innovation the digital business needs.”
Basically, the CIO has to somehow futureproof
the enterprise and its IT systems in an environment
that’s defined by the fact that it’s relentlessly and
rapidly changing. Disruption and change have
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become such constants that they almost need
to be redefined. And the CIO is to navigate this
swirling mayhem armed with little more than
the business imperative and an understanding
of the technology behind it. A lot like trying to
swim through quicksand wearing combat boots
lined with lead. It isn’t an easy task, but it also
isn’t an impossible one. There are several obvious
qualities that every futureproofed enterprise
should possess as it steps off the digital cliff.
“There are some things that are very clear,”
says Brian Timperley, MD and co-founder, Turrito
Networks. “The first is that cloud has transformed
everything. The second is that CIOs have to shift
their traditional focus on servers and heavy-duty
processing hardware within the network, to
infrastructure that sits outside the network.”
Here lies the delicate knife edge upon which
the CIO must balance. On one hand, cloud is
pivotal to agility and adaptability – the rapid and
endlessly inventive rise of the ‘X as a Service’
model has allowed for the organisation to dip
virtual toes in a variety of solutions that previously
would have required extensive budget and
time to implement. On the other, the dipping of
enterprise toes is hardly a simple process and
cloud’s capabilities are constantly changing. How
does the CIO plan enterprise infrastructure and
operations around something that’s completely
unknown? A good way to achieve this is to use
new technology as a way to collaborate across
domains and build bridges between IT and other
lines of business.
“Cloud is hugely important, but it’s really
important to stay focused on what matters,” adds
Tullett. “When we say cloud, we don’t mean any
particular platform or vendor or even deployment
approach – public, private, hybrid. Cloud is about
capabilities.”

“CIOS HAVE TO SHIFT THEIR
TRADITIONAL FOCUS ON SERVERS
AND HEAVY-DUTY PROCESSING
HARDWARE WITHIN THE NETWORK,
TO INFRASTRUCTURE THAT SITS
OUTSIDE THE NETWORK.”
Brian Timperley, Turrito Networks

The advantage of cloud lies in elastic provisioning
and billing, self-service, standard interfaces and APIs,
and rapid deployment. Among other things. What
gives it value is how these capabilities are translated
into the business strategy and how they support
digital transformation. Some of the latter may yet be
unknown, but with agile systems already in place,
and an equally agile mindset, the business is already
on the right foot for the future.
“Resilience is the most important trait in an IT
system,” says Louis Koen, founder, Crimson Line.
“To create a resilient system, we need to understand
how dependent our components are on one
another. Tight coupling means that our systems
are reliant on one another and if one component
becomes obsolete, then the whole system fails.
Imagine getting a flat tyre and having to replace
your entire car – this is the danger of tight coupling.
A strategy which moves towards loose coupling or
the independence of components is a strategy that
creates resilience.”
There is new technology arriving all the time.
From virtual reality (VR) to augmented reality (AR),
which of these tools should your business invest
into? What about blockchain and crypto and the
complex layers that surround that? Perhaps the
answer isn’t to invest at all. Futureproofing isn’t
grabbing hold of technology as quickly as it arrives,
it’s recognising where the future lies within the
business and strategically implementing around that.
“The first question to ask is this – what problem
are you trying to solve or what capability are you
trying to develop?” adds Tullett. “What can you
do with a blockchain ledger that you can’t do
with today’s tools? What value will the advanced
visualisation of AR/VR bring to the business?
Technology for its own sake is not a recipe for
success.”

Jon Tullett, IDC South Africa
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AUTOMATION |

RUNNING THE WORLD
Artificially intelligent machines are already hard at work transforming the digital
enterprise, and threatening to replace millions of jobs virtually overnight. It’s a great
time to be innovative, say stakeholders.
BY TRACY BURROWS | PHOTO: KAROLINA KOMENDERA

G

artner’s international ‘2018 CIO Agenda Survey’
finds that digital transformation is a top priority
this year, with private sector companies ranking it
second only to business and market share growth.
Gartner says the new digital business environment
demands ‘entrepreneurial risk-taking behaviour
with technology’.
A study released by Analysys Mason in
collaboration with Huawei, ‘Digitalisation reshaping
operations: a new digital operational model for
the future’, notes that software is disrupting nearly
every industry. Focusing on the communications
sector, the report says the success of digital
transformation, however, will hinge on
organisations’ ability to implement software-driven
operations models underpinned by high levels of
process automation, to the point where predictive
autonomous operations become a reality. The
report says this means “a move from rulesbased automation to machine learning-based
autonomous operations; a horizontal operations
software platform based on microservices,
powered by analytics and enabled by unified
monitoring for IT and telecoms physical, virtual
and hybrid infrastructures, and an operations
workforce with the software skills to continuously
enhance operational efficiency by developing
automations as part of their daily duties.”
Machine learning and AI will underpin the new
age of intelligent automation. “AI development
and uptake is at the point of no return and likely to
become ubiquitous in our lifetimes,” says Shourjya
Sanyal, CEO of medical devices innovation firm
Think Biosolution and data science lecturer at
the Digital Skills Academy. “Currently, we’re just at
the beginning of what’s possible, addressing the
easiest problems and producing solutions most
likely to appeal to consumers. But in 30 years’ time,
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AI will be to the world what the internet is today –
ever present. AI will disrupt almost any industry we
can think of,” he says.
To prepare for the inevitable change, Sanyal believes
businesses should be upskilling themselves now, and
gaining an understanding of the potential for AI in
their sectors.
Recent research by Accenture concluded that an
artificially intelligent digital world will be a positive
environment, in the long run, with ‘investment
in intelligent technology and human-machine
collaboration potentially boosting revenues by 38%
and employment by 10% by 2022.’ The resounding
‘but’ is that millions of jobs could be lost along the
way, potentially costing enterprises and economies
dearly.
AI FOR REVENUE GROWTH
Dr Roze Phillips, MD for Accenture Consulting in Africa,
says while advanced new digital technologies should
be a growth multiplier, many global organisations
– and most enterprises in South Africa – are
approaching digital from the narrow perspective of
how automation and AI can improve efficiencies.
“We’re very enamoured with automation and robotics,
but what we fail to understand and haven’t capitalised
on are the opportunities they present for us to grow
revenue – we only use them to improve efficiencies.”
“This is just part of the story,” she says. “The
real value comes in when we consider the digital
multiplier: the fact that machines learn over time,
becoming increasingly valuable, and that we can
capitalise on this to develop new revenue sources,
new business models and new jobs.”
Accenture’s ‘Reworking the Revolution’ research
estimates that investing in AI and human-machine
collaboration could collectively lift profits by US$4.8
trillion globally.

“The challenge is the jobs issue. In the shortterm, organisations may feel that cutting jobs
and simply automating for efficiencies can
deliver gains. But in the long-term, machines
are not consumers; they don’t stimulate the
economy, and they don’t buy products and
services. In the long-term, simply slashing jobs
will undermine growth. We need to focus on
retaining people, reskilling and growth.”
DISRUPTION FOR GROWTH
Accenture itself underwent a process of massive
automation in recent years, she adds. “We
automated the jobs of 18 000 people, and we
opted to retain those people. You need hair on
your teeth to undergo a process like this: it was
extremely painful and change management was
a very important part of it.”
But the gains became apparent quickly. “What
was most surprising and exciting throughout this
pivot was that people really wanted go through
this process – they realised they were acquiring
valuable new skills sets.”
In South Africa, plagued by unemployment,
automation could prove to be a harder sell.
Speaking ahead of the recent Department of
Science and Technology’s Science Forum South
Africa 2017, the department’s director-general
Dr Phil Mjwara noted that the world was on the
verge of ‘Society 5.0’, and that South Africa had
to move quickly to futureproof its enterprises
and upskill its people.
“Unless we modernise and achieve greater
efficiencies across all sectors, we risk being left
behind,” says Mjwara. “We cannot overlook the
impact of development on people in the value
chain, so we need to put in place policies that
allow us to reskill people.”
MAKING DIGITAL STRIDES
Brett St Clair, former head of digital product
management at Barclays Africa and now CEO,
Siatik, is on a mission to drag South Africa into
the digital revolution. Change isn’t happening
fast enough in South Africa, he says.
“In South Africa, the way we tend to operate
is so inefficient. Technologies like the cloud,
automation, artificial intelligence and Internet
of Things allow enterprises to scale instantly,
react rapidly and respond more appropriately
to changing markets. But local enterprises don’t
operate like Silicon Valley does. Unless we’re
shown otherwise, we won’t change.”

Candice Mesk, software development expert and
co-organiser of the annual DevConf developers’
conference, doesn’t believe a complete turnaround
needs to be as complex and expensive as enterprises
may think: “Up until recently, building artificial
intelligence into software required a significant time
investment. Today, there are a multitude of cloud
platforms offering ‘plug and play’ machine learning,
with a relatively inexpensive price tag. This trend
is likely to continue making what once required
expensive specialists, a commodity.”
Nor does she believe AI and automation will
eliminate jobs. “There will always be work for
humans, especially those who combine technical
knowledge with a continuous curiosity about the
needs of their customers,” she says.

Dr Roze Phillips,
Accenture Consulting

Traits for digital success
According to consulting and research firm Analysys Mason, digital companies owe a large
share of their success to the way they run their operations. They demonstrate a few common
characteristics that are foundational to their digital operations. These are:
• highly automated operational processes
• operations staff highly skilled in software
• use of DevOps principles for service design and delivery
•  use microservices-based software architectures
•  application programming interfaces (APIs)
•  cloud infrastructure.
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OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT |

KEEPING AN EYE ON THINGS
Complete digital transformation implies that your digital enterprise will one day be an
artificially intelligent, fully digital ecosystem capable of running itself.
BY TRACY BURROWS | PHOTO: SUPPLIED

E

volving digital enterprises are embracing new
management and monitoring technologies to
track and enhance operations, sales, distribution,
maintenance, safety and security and service
delivery. From the worlds of agriculture, retail and
hospitality, through to high-tech operations,
Internet of Things (IoT), machine learning, artificial
intelligence and big data analytics are starting to
deliver on the promise of a better run world.
But as digital enterprises adapt to this changing
environment, digital trust must be established, or
massive management and monitoring investments
will fail to deliver on their full potential.
DIGITISATION TAKES ROOT
A study released by Analysys Mason, ‘Digitalisation
reshaping operations: a new digital operational
model for the future’, says that as confidence
grows in machine-learning-led automations,
unsupervised machine learning models can be
gradually introduced to work with automated
workflows, taking the organisation into the realm
of AI-led operations. The study, prepared for
Huawei and focusing on telcos, says the new
digitised enterprise will require unified end-toend monitoring of the hybrid physical and virtual
infrastructure.
It says: “Communications servive providers
must transition to a horizontal unified monitoring
capability encompassing all aspects of the
networks and IT infrastructure, including existing
legacy networks, emerging hybrid and virtual
network infrastructure, as well as the datacentre
and cloud IT infrastructure. The heterogenous

“WE NEED HELP; AND AUGMENTING OUR
HUMAN CAPABILITIES WITH ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE PROMISES A STEP-CHANGE
IN ORGANISATIONAL PRODUCTIVITY.”
Simon Carpenter, SAP Africa
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infrastructure layer, including the legacy physical
infrastructures, must be abstracted with a
common set of APIs to normalise data acquisition.
Sensor data generated from IoT devices
embedded in the telecoms passive equipment
can add a unique and powerful dimension to
monitoring.”
THE DIGITAL TRUST ISSUE
Dr Roze Phillips, MD for Accenture Consulting
in Africa, notes in a recent study: “Digital
technologies are ushering in a new economic
era by overcoming the physical limitations of
capital and labour, exposing new sources of value
and growth, increasing efficiency and driving
competitiveness.” But a major hurdle in the way
of achieving the future digital ideal is the issue of
digital trust, she says.
“Unless you’ve taken control of the ways
in which you monitor, evaluate and predict,
you won’t see the full utilisation of your digital
technologies and digital investments. The
potential it provides in insights, that helps your
company be more responsive to client and market
needs will be lost or minimised. This is where the
digital premium sits, this is where efficiency gains
and revenue growth sits,” she says.
MOVING TOWARD THE ‘SELF-TUNING
ENTERPRISE’
Simon Carpenter, chief technology advisor at SAP
Africa, says a new phenomenon emerging is that
of the ‘self-tuning enterprise’, in which modern
monitoring and management tools will become a
key component of ensuring the entire enterprise
runs faster and smarter.
IoT, automation, advanced analytics and
machine learning all have a role to play in this
new environment, in which every function within
the enterprise, along with a multitude of external
factors, are monitored, measured and managed to
improve efficiencies, innovate and reduce risk.

Until recently most business intelligence efforts
in organisations were afflicted by fragmentation,
latency and were backward-looking in nature, says
Carpenter. They were also poor at turning insights
into outcomes, typically relying on individuals
to read the report or dashboard, figure out the
meaning, prioritise between competing decisions,
and then to act. “Arguably, this was viable in a
slower-moving, less complex world. However, in
today’s hyper-connected, real-time world where IoT,
social networks and far flung business operations
are generating torrents of data and where customers
and consumers are much less patient and more
demanding, it just won’t work. Specifically when
it comes to monitoring pieces of the puzzle, we’re
seeing that IoT gives us the ability to monitor any
sort of thing, anywhere, and similarly process-mining
technologies enable us to monitor every instance of
every process we run.”
He says: “At SAP, we call an organisation that
is able to do this an ‘intelligent enterprise’. It’s
made possible by combining existing concepts
like ERP and CRM with newly feasible and viable
technologies such as big data, machine learning
and data intelligence – typically on one coherent
platform. We believe that the intelligent enterprise
represents the second wave of digitalisation. After
the initial stage of concentrating on the best ways to
capture, store, transmit, and process data, the focus
is now shifting to proactive applications that can
understand this data and respond to it with minimal
or even no human interaction – typified by the
accelerating use of ‘bots’ in various organisational
settings. In a nutshell; data processed by artificial
intelligence triggers actions proactively, in real-time.
As these capabilities become infused across all of
an organisation’s business processes it will gain
the opportunity to continuously and automatically
re-calibrate itself based on real-time situational
awareness.”
Artificial intelligence and its subsets of machine
learning and deep learning lie at the heart of this
development. Advances in technologies such as
machine learning, natural language processing, and
voice and image recognition are radically changing
the way we live and work.
“Today, we need to be able to gather massive
amounts of data from multiple sources (inside and
outside of organisation), marry that data together
to find the interesting patterns and correlations and
then to act, instantly, on the insights thus gained
(needless to say this all needs to happen safely and
securely with due regard for privacy and ethics).
Analytics can no longer be something that’s done
after the event, but must be baked into the business

Simon Carpenter, SAP Africa

processes so that every iteration of a process is
responding coherently, contextually and consistently
while inflight. We also have to consider that as
the amount of data and the number of decisions
grows exponentially we reach a situation where
the human brain literally runs out of horsepower
due to limitations of our working memory. We
need help; and augmenting our human capabilities
with artificial intelligence promises a step-change
in organisational productivity – something which
has plateaued around the world over the last two
decades.”
He concludes: “Monitoring and management
now has to look both inwards and outwards, for
example assessing inventory dispositions based
on what’s happening on social media and then
marrying and integrating various pieces of data in
real-time, understanding their context, ensuring
you’re consistent in engaging with customers, and
preparing to adapt operations to changing needs.”
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| SHADOW IT

OUTSIDE OF YOUR
CONTROL?
When digitally transforming a business, the CIO is
faced with the question of whether to eradicate or
embrace shadow IT.
BY RODNEY WEIDEMANN | PHOTO: KAROLINA KOMENDERA

W ith all the talk of digital transformation, it is
sometimes forgotten that in any enterprise,
there will be employees who have become tired of
waiting for the promised agility and flexibility and
have instead already begun using their own IT
services. This is ‘Shadow IT’, technology that is used
in the business without explicit approval.
This begs the question: since shadow IT is
an inevitable challenge, should the CIO seek to
outlaw it and replace it with ‘official’ technologies,
or should they seek to bring shadow IT within the
bounds of the company’s technology framework,
by essentially legalising it?
SHADOW IT’S DARK SIDE
Mark Walker, associate VP for IDC Sub-Saharan
Africa, says so many new applications and
productivity tools come out daily that it’s
impossible for any company to have a digital
transformation strategy that encompasses
everything.
“Whether you like it or not, you will have shadow
IT in your organisation, as employees will try and
use tools as they become available to increase their
own productivity and efficiency,” he says.
Len de Villiers, Group CIO at Telkom adds
that employees who utilise shadow IT often
claim it’s safe, as it doesn’t interface with official
organisational technologies, meaning it won’t
bother or impact on anybody else.
“However, this is only true for a little while, as
all shadow solutions eventually find their way into
the enterprise’s mainstream IT, creating potential
vulnerabilities. Moreover, with cyber crime,
ransomware and other threats growing all the time,
any systems that aren’t backed up, recovered and
protected according to company policies increase
business risk dramatically,” states De Villiers.
Walker suggests that in order to mitigate
the risk posed by shadow IT, the company’s IT

department needs to ensure that it becomes the
preferred channel to implement any new software or
applications that come in.
“The key here is to not be too bureaucratic
otherwise the lines of business may choose
to circumvent IT, by purchasing software or
applications themselves. Thus IT must make itself
accessible and regularly meet with the lines of
business. In this way, it can find out whether there
are solutions that specific departments feel will
benefit them, and then work with them to bring
these into the organisation.”

Len de Villiers,
Telkom

EMBRACE THE INEVITABLE
It’s Walker’s opinion that shadow IT is inevitable,
so enterprises should not try and ban it, but rather
embrace it, understand it and take an active interest
in helping business units to get the best value out of
it, by finding ways to incorporate it into your system.
“Of course, to be successful at this, regular
software audits are required,” suggests de Villiers,
“as these will help you determine whether the IT
systems and software in use with the business units
are those required by the organisation.”
“Remember there’s no IT risk committee that
appreciates the sudden discovery of shadow IT
within the organisation, so constant surveillance
of internal systems is necessary, in order to
identify even those shadow IT solutions that only
occasionally connect to the network.”
“My advice to CIOs is not to denounce or crucify
the use of shadow IT. Instead, be happy you have
discovered it, quickly ring-fence it and secure
it via policies and procedures, get the backup,
documentation and licensing in place, and assign
ownership so you can pull it into mainstream. In the
end, if you choose to kill it, you may end up hurting
the business, so rather formalise it, document it and
assign ownership so that your business can embrace
and control it,” De Villiers concludes.
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Providing the
catalyst for easy
aPP develoPment
I

nnovation is never just about making ‘improvements’,
which is why true innovation is largely synonymous
with disruption. Neutrinos is a disruptive technology
company that’s challenging the status quo by bringing
disruption to the application world, through a platform that
allows everyone – from enterprises to individuals – access
to smart and rapid application development.
Formed in late 2015, Neutrinos crafted its platform
following a lean startup process. The platform is so quick to
use that one can build a business requirement received in
the morning from the client and deliver a first level solution
by the same afternoon using the platform something that
would generally take a few weeks or even months with
platforms of similar nature. Neutrinos has demonstrated it
not once or twice, but time and again.
Samik Ghosh, chief executive at Neutrinos, says the
platform is particularly suited to leapfrog in adopting
disruptive technologies, applicable across all vertical
markets. “Our mantra is to democratise innovation in the
application development space, rapidly extending the
power of application development to the masses,” he says.
“Applications are vital and inseparable from our daily lives;
think mobile devices, smart watches and the likes. However,
the application platform space is mostly dominated by the
large platform players, which makes it still inaccessible,
arduous and expensive to individuals, students, startups,
incubators, SMEs, system integrators or even large
enterprises in their ‘fail fast’ ideation approach.”
Ghosh adds: “We asked ourselves: Why should access to
technologies be kept to only those people who have the
privilege to code? How can we help others bring their ideas
to life?”
Neutrinos enables anyone, from any background
to design and develop apps for their own needs. The
platform supplies lots of prebuilt widgets, visual design
and modelling tools along with its in-built capabilities such
as machine learning, Internet of Things, and the ability to
build and test once and multi-deploy across web, mobile,
tablet and smartwatch. The platform makes app-building
simple, easy and mostly, rapid.
The design of the Neutrinos platform itself has built-in
integration tools that allows the user to borrow data from a
large amount of reputable sources, known as Smart Libraries.

Samik Ghosh,
Chief Executive,
Neutrinos

“We tried to eliminate the difficulty in building an app, you
just need the imagination, and giving life to that rapidly
is possible with Neutrinos.” The platform is built in such a
way that only an understanding of HTML and JavaScript is
required – something that’s in abundance.
Furthermore, Ghosh points out that the platform is
developed using open source stack, which makes it
rapid, easy and cost-effective for enterprise clients and
partners, who otherwise find themselves tied to proprietary
platforms forever.
“The buzzword today is that of ‘digital transformation’,
as an increasing number of organisations seek to take
advantage of the new digital world where they can quickly
ideate, prototype and then operationalise any app in its
evolution. Being able to rapidly create their own apps in any
form with flexibility and agility enables them to modernise
their enterprise and keep pace with the dynamism of their
end customers’ expectations. This makes it simpler for
companies to quickly develop and launch new product
lines and deliver these to their clients and in a way, provide
excellent customer experience.”
“In order to digitally transform, companies require such
a catalyst to enable them to formulate new ideas and
strategies, rapidly making it a reality. This is the exact place
where Neutrinos has positioned itself,” he concludes

www.neutrinos.co
ideas@neutrinos.co
(+27) 11 083 5919

| BUDGET

SHOW ME THE
MONEY
Driving a digital transformation agenda
requires the CIO and the CFO to
communicate at a level that goes deeper
than that found at a standard board meeting.
BY RODNEY WEIDEMANN | PHOTO: SUPPLIED

D

igital transformation is the current industry
buzzword, but like everything else, it does not
happen for free. In order to make themselves ready
for a digital world, organisations potentially require
additional budget, and even a change in financial
model – from capex to opex. This means that
much deliberation and discussion will be required
between the CIO and the CFO.
According to Sheldon Friedericksen, CFO at
FedGroup, in a time of slow economic growth that
nonetheless holds the potential for good future
recovery, the CFO and CIO will have vastly differing
focuses.
“For the CFO, it will be a time to focus heavily
on keeping the bottom line steady and avoid
spending too much. The CIO, on the other hand,
will see this as the perfect time for preparing for the
future, as there are fewer other challenges facing
him at a time like this. So for him, it’s all about
motivating for the longer term and making the
CFO understand how an investment now will pay
off in the future.”
“Key to this discussion is for the CFO to have
at least a basic understanding of the IT space,
what developments are taking place and what the
organisation’s competitors are doing. Conversely,
the CIO will have to have an understanding of
finance and what is and is not possible within a
specific budget,” he continues.
Len de Villiers, Group CIO at Telkom, says that
such an understanding of finance includes the
ability to translate IT-speak into financial terms, so
that the conversation with the CFO makes good
business sense.
“For an enterprise to truly achieve such a
transformation, it will need a strong relationship

triangle between the CFO, CIO and also the CEO.
The success of a technology delivery strategy will
ultimately depend on the health of this triangle,”
he says.
“The triangle can only balance properly if
the CIO is in synch with the CEO’s vision and
aspirations for the business, and mindful of the
CFO’s challenge around managing the opex, capex
and balance sheet. Thus, the CIO’s requirements
for any transformative technology investment
must be well documented and explained, so that
the other two executives can understand it well.”
Friedericksen adds that obtaining the budget to
drive a digital transformation agenda will depend
on providing an effective cost benefit analysis.
“It’s important for the CFO to know what the
finance costs will be – whether spending will
be required upfront or if it will be paid off over
a period – as well as intangibles like how much
the business will lose if it doesn’t undertake this
process, and what the competition will be doing
in the meantime. In other words, a proper analysis
and understanding of market trends is necessary.”
You simply cannot put a digital transformation
journey in place if the CFO isn’t on board, says De
Villiers, as he is ultimately the face of the business
to external investors, analysts and shareholders,
and will have to explain this journey to them. This
means that he will have to be as involved in the
digital journey as the CIO.
“Ultimately, this means that the relationship
between these two has to be one of complete trust
– a true digital transformation journey can only
be undertaken if both pilots are flying in the same
direction, with no misunderstanding in terms of
their direction or destination,” he concludes.
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Sheldon Friedericksen,
FedGroup
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SUPPLY CHAIN |

AT THE HEART OF DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION
Starting the digital journey in a single organisation is tough, how do you try and
manage it when there are hundreds of suppliers to take along with you too?
BY ADAM OXFORD | PHOTO: SUPPLIED

C

ollaboration, as we know, is at the heart of
digital transformation. The problem with
collaboration is that by its very definition, it’s
outside your control. So you may have a clear
vision for where your organisation is going, but
how does that fit in with other business
imperatives that your suppliers might have?
Starting the digital journey in a single organisation
is tough, how do you try manage it when there are
hundreds of suppliers to take along with you too?
Sometimes the benefits are clear. In aerospace,
for example, the common practice is to offer
‘Engines as a Service’. In an early example of
digital transformation done well, airlines haven’t
bought engines as such for two decades – they
pay by the airborne hour. This means that they
have a predictable cost to budget and gives
manufacturers the incentive to be on the cutting
edge of real-time monitoring and analytics, to
engage in predictive maintenance regimes.
But it’s one thing to integrate a GE or Rolls Royce
into an on-demand procurement programme.
How do you bring small or traditional suppliers
who may have no desire or capacity to change
their own working practices to fit into your new
systems?
WHEN DOING NOTHING WORKS
Sometimes, the right thing to do is to do nothing
– at least from a supplier’s perspective. Teri
Diamond-Hann is the South African channel
manager for Magic Software, a middleware for
connecting enterprise systems. Diamond-Hann
says that rather than replacing a legacy ERP
system, it can be cost effective and less disruptive
to the supply chain simply to extract information
on a real-time basis and connect to other business
processes.
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“People know where they want to go but they
don’t know how to get there,” says DiamondHann. “And quite often people don’t see the value
of the data they have or the challenges they
face. But a middleware can help to automate
everything and give a full 360 degree view of their
business processes without heavy investments in
integration and development.”
Of course, in many cases the challenge is the
other way around. Suppliers who are smaller
or better suited to digital processes may well
be the ones who are feeling frustrated with the
rate of change. Corporate South Africa can be
notoriously slow to make decisions and many
are the small businesses who have suffered while
waiting months for a project to be greenlit.
The more radical the project the more likely
it is that decision-making is slowed, and this is
starting to have an effect, reckon some experts in
the field.
“My feeling is that South African corporates
were up-to-date three years ago,” says Brett St
Clair, CEO, Saitek. “Now, though, we’re falling
behind again. A lot of organisations are still stuck
in a legacy mindset, they deploy something
‘digital’ but then don’t iterate and evolve it.”
Often, St Clair says, it’s suppliers who are doing
the innovating and bringing new products to the
table, but internal processes slow down adoption
and the ability to support change. Also, corporate
procurement processes still aren’t suited to
buying in services designed for constant iteration.
Onboarding times are slow, and managers still
prefer projects which have a defined end time.
Things are changing. ICT vendors in South
Africa, he says, were slow to offer products that
supported digital transformation but now see it
as an exciting place.

“Digital agencies are starting to realise that
they can play in the space too,” he adds, “They’re
starting to realise that the digital transformation
of any business is all about experience, user
experience and design, where they have real skills
to get involved.”
PUSH OR PULL REQUEST?
Corporates dealing with too many suppliers, and
suppliers slowed by corporate inaction: these
frustrations aren’t new, says Heidi Custers, digital
transformation design lead at Deloitte. “They’re
just very obvious when it comes to digital
transformation.”

“A LOT OF ORGANISATIONS
ARE STILL STUCK IN A
LEGACY MINDSET, THEY
DEPLOY SOMETHING
‘DIGITAL’ BUT THEN DON’T
ITERATE AND EVOLVE IT.”
Brett St Clair, Saitek

Custers has worked closely with Transnet on
a transformation project within South Africa’s
ports infrastructure, and says that while we
wrestle legacy issues there’s a very real threat
that companies which are digital at their core are
expanding into the supply chain.
Amazon’s investments in logistics, for
example, are bypassing inefficient couriers.
Ali Baba recently entered a direct relationship
with shipping giant Maersk to book space on
cargo ships directly via an online platform. If the
traditional supply chain doesn’t start to transform,
Custers says, it will find itself shut out of business.
The emerging response, Custers argues, is
the move from supply chains to ‘digital supply
networks’. These are collaborative engagements
where all suppliers and customers share and have
access to data that’s mutually beneficial.
“Next Port is a good example,” Custers says,
“All industry players from shipping, clearing and
forwarding to manufacturing and electricity
providers joined together to form a new company
which collected data into giant dashboards. These
show everyone what’s needed where, and how
new routes are being planned.”
Using this intelligence allows everyone involved
to work more efficiently, and Custers says

Heidi Custers, Deloitte

there’s an emerging ‘supply-tech’ opportunity,
which startups are latching on to. Supply-tech
startups can fill the gaps, acting as a new kind of
middleware between corporates and SMEs,
“In a traditional supply chain, people don’t
tend to learn from anyone other than the person
ahead of or behind them in the chain,” she
explains. “However, if everyone shares data the
linear chain becomes a network, from a digital
analytics perspective. A lot of companies are
too scared to do that, either because they see
hoarding data as a competitive advantage or they
don’t have the capacity. It takes a middleware
to fill that gap, and creates new business
opportunities that didn’t exist before,” she
concludes.”
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DIGITAL WORKING MEETS
THE PHYSICAL WORLD
Every big South African business seems to be building a new corporate HQ. What does
this investment in physical assets mean for a digitally transformed world?
BY ADAM OXFORD | PHOTO: SUPPLIED

W ith more than 90 000m2 of fitted floor space
(and nine basement parking levels to add to
that), the architects behind 1 Discovery Place claim
it to be the largest single tenant building in the
Southern Hemisphere. What’s striking about the
new home of the financial services giant, however,
isn’t just that it’s a vast new addition to Sandton
CBD – it’s that it’s not the only one. Old Mutual,
Webber Wentzel and Sasol are all housed in the
same vicinity. Add the multi-tenanted spaces and
the area around the Gautrain station has changed
beyond all recognition in the last 12 months, with
towering glass and steel structures replacing low
rise blocks in all directions.
And it’s not just in Sandton. Despite official
figures which show construction is in a slump,
cranes and dumper trucks regularly block
thoroughfares in Waterfall, Rosebank and
Braamfontein as major corporates relocate their
HQs.
So why, in this day and age of digital
transformation and the mobile workforce, are so
many corporates investing such a lot of money in
new physical premises?

Vino Govender, DFA

CONNECTIVITY IS KING
It’s no suprise, says DFA’s acting chief strategy
officer, Vino Govender, that construction
is focussed around areas with exceptional
connectivity.
“Digital transformation is a strategy that
gets executed in different forms in different
organisations and verticals,” Govender says,
“But underpinning any transformation journey
is reliable high-speed connectivity. It enables
platform-based services that in turn allow for
modern ways of working.”
As more businesses begin to experiment with AI,
analytics and novel bandwidth heavy tools like AR
and VR, the stability and reliability of the network is
paramount.
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“ONE OF THE BIGGEST DIFFERENCES AND CHALLENGES IS THE SHIFT IN
LEADERSHIP PRACTICES FROM MANAGEMENT BY TIME SPENT AT A DESK TO
MANAGEMENT BY DELIVERABLES.”
Patrice Bouic, Discovery

As far as Discovery is concerned, says CTO Patrice
Bouic, the two are inextricably linked. One Discovery
Place has been designed from the ground up to fit
with agile work methodology. Almost everything is
open plan, with few large meeting rooms, but lots of
informal spaces where whiteboards sit next to coffee
stands – ready for accidental encounters to turn
into impromptu product design sessions. With a few
exceptions depending on departmental role, most of
the 6 500 people who will eventually work here will
hot-desk.
The new building has been in the works for six years,
and there are two more blocks yet to be completed.
Staff are being moved over from the old offices down
the road at the rate of about 500 per week.
Of course, the desire to transform workspaces into
laid back and airy, millennial-pleasing creative zones
isn’t new. Tech companies in the ‘90s were almost as
famous for foosball tables as they were for code.
MASTERING DIGITAL RELOCATION
One thing that traditional firms often get wrong is
that the technology to support agile working usually
comes after the building process has begun. Discovery
Group facilities head David Pierre-Eugene says that
this was something he was keen to avoid, and IT was
involved in the planning from the start. In its previous
premises, the company had grown organically into five
buildings all acquired at different times and kitted out
in different ways. Members of the IT team say that the
experience of being involved in the very design of the
building has been eye opening, and means that digital
infrastructure has been built specifically to support the
culture the company is aiming to build.
As a result WiFi is ubiquitous, and Skype for Business
is the go-to tool for collaboration and defining
workspaces rather than the four walls of an office. Vast
amounts of paper documentation have been digitised
and disposed of: over five tonnes of it, in the form of
around 50 million documents.
Meeting rooms are assigned intelligently based on
meeting requirements rather than on a first-come
basis – to the problems of two people sitting in a
12-person space for hours - and there are fewer than
half the number of meeting rooms, as people are
encouraged to hold stand-up meetings in open spaces,
which encourage creativity and brevity.
Bouic says the company sees the move as an
opportunity to disseminate agile working practices

which were common in the IT department, into the
rest of the firm. To help ease the transition – and
there is understandable concern when employees
are told that they will be losing their docking station
— staff are taken through orientation and training
programmes before they move into the new building,
ready to come and take advantage of the spirit of
collaboration and flexibility it’s been designed to offer.
One of the biggest differences and challenges,
says Bouic, is the shift in leadership practices
from management by time spent at a desk to
management by deliverables. It takes a few days to
get used to the new freedoms, but once teams have
started working in the new space it quickly becomes
second nature.
“One Discovery Place has been a catalyst for
change,” says Pierre-Eugene. “It’s making us question
all of our norms. We knew what culture we wanted,
the tech was driven around the need for agility and
mobility.”
THE EXCEPTION OR THE RULE?
Not every business treats physical relocation with the
same desire for change, says Pieter Theron, a partner
at PwC. Outside of the service industry at least, in
mining, industrial and manufacturing firms, digital
transformation within most corporates still tends
to be focussed on small projects, often led by more
specific innovations presented by suppliers rather
than from a coherent strategy to change the working
culture.
“Digital transformation is happening, but not to
the scale that we thought it would,” Theron says.
“People are committing money, but we’re not seeing
it as part of the bigger programme. There’s a lot of
small experiments, processes to digitise something,
but often they don’t have a dedicated officer to drive
through wider change.”
That said, PwC’s own move to a new tower near
the Mall of Africa in Midrand, Gauteng, has been used
to “practice what we preach”, Theron adds. There’s
no on-site datacentre, staff hot-desk and remote
working is encouraged.
Digital transformation, in other words, is still a
bit of a ‘nice to have’ and relocation strategies still
prioritise cost savings and benefits such as attracting
the most skilled workers with a pleasant and flexible
environment. Eyes will be on firms like Discovery to
see how successful the more holistic strategy is.
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CHANGE MANAGEMENT |

MANAGE CHANGE BEFORE IT
MANAGES YOU
If an organisation’s IT enterprise has to be fundamentally transformed to support a shift
to digitalisation, more than technological transformation needs consideration.
BY ADRIAN HINCHCLIFFE | PHOTO: KAROLINA KOMENDERA

A

dding a change management element to an
IT project is a well-established part of the
process to get users more comfortable with the
new tech, and increase return on investment.
However, the challenge faced when transforming
the IT enterprise is that typical change
management models aren’t really designed to
meet this need. “In a lot of instances, they’re more
focused on end users rather than technical guys,”
says Jaco van der Merwe, IT manager, AA South
Africa. “For users, you build a system and train
them on that application or process; whereas
technical guys just have to keep up with the pace.
I think a lot of organisations struggle with that.”
Dr Stanley Mpofu, CIO at University of
Witswatersrand says the creation of a digital
strategy should be the place where change
management begins, by involving senior IT
management. They can help shape the vision
and ensure it fits with the organisation while
supporting its strategic objectives. “When we’re
planning changes, we don’t go straight to the
users. We talk about it in IT first,” he says.
Chris Ogden, MD, Rubiblue believes the
engagement shouldn’t simply be limited to IT
management. “If the technical team members
aren’t involved in the creation process, the
engagement process and everything that goes
around making a successful implementation
plan, it’s highly likely not to work. Without their
engagement and buy-in it doesn’t matter how
cool the new tech promises to be.”
Once all inputs have been considered, the CIO
has to take responsibility for pulling together the
digital strategy. “They must decide which projects
to execute, and what change management
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activities to undertake. A big bang approach to
change in a large organisation with a conservative
environment will create problems. Small,
quick wins create a snowball effect of positive
acceptance,” Mpofu says.
Once the strategy has been formulated it needs
top-level management support. Both Van der
Merwe and Mpofu agree that the CIO must be
the lynchpin in getting this endorsement. “The
CIO needs to play the role of change agent at an
executive level, by educating key stakeholders
around what needs to change in an organisation
and how it supports the organisation’s strategic
objectives,” says Van Der Merwe.
“Stakeholder management is critical,” says
Mpofu. “You can’t reach a digital state if your
stakeholders are going in a different direction, or
they don’t believe what you’re telling them. You
need to be a strong character to get elements in
place, because you’ll deal with a lot of resistance
about the changes.”
TAKE IT TO THE TEAM
“With top-level approval in place, present the final
strategy to the IT employees, explain what the
organisation is looking to strategically achieve,
what the IT enterprise needs to do as part of
that and then what everyone need to achieve
as individuals,” says Mpfou. “Have discussions
and allow the IT employees to ask questions. By
involving them, they become your ambassadors.
It shouldn’t just be the CIO who talks cloud, for
example, the entire IT team should know what’s
going on, what cloud means and be able to
explain it to users. That’s how you create mass
appreciation of the changes that are coming.”

“THE CIO NEEDS
TO PLAY THE ROLE
OF CHANGE AGENT
AT AN EXECUTIVE
LEVEL, BY EDUCATING
KEY STAKEHOLDERS
AROUND WHAT NEEDS
TO CHANGE IN AN
ORGANISATION.”
Jaco van der Merwe, AA South Africa

Dr Stanley Mpofu, University
of Witswatersrand

Ogden agrees that engaging the IT team in the
correct way is critical. “If technical team members
have been given a clear task to achieve part of
the overall plan they can easily assist. However,
if those team members aren’t given the overview
of what the transformation programme looks like
you’re going to have problems,” he says.
“Techies love change, they like new things.
The whole fact that change is going to happen
will excite them by nature. The thing I find works
best is when you explain what the reason behind
change is, it allows people to unpack why it’s a
good idea and allows them to have their opinion.
Engagement and being part of the process allows
them to understand the reason behind it and
want to change going forwards,” says Ogden.
HOW DOES IT AFFECT ME?
One of the first concerns experienced when
such matters are presented to the workforce is
job security, says Mpofu. “You need to create an
environment that makes employees aware that
the transformation might require a change of job
focus, and that opportunities exist for employees
to advance themselves into new technology
areas.”
He continues: “You have to show them
practically what it means, what the advantages
are and the role they’ll play going forwards. With
such a strategy, you can give the employees time
to prepare and start studying for the change; you
don’t want to take employees by surprise. Create
a journey for them with an opportunity to train
and provide them with a path so they can be
marketable in the digital age.”

In an ideal world all employees would be
retooled and deployed into new and exciting
areas. However, the reality is that sometimes new
skills need to be brought in, and it’s here that
it’s vital to get the balance correct, says Van der
Merwe. “It’s a combination of bringing in the new
skillset and the existing team run alongside.”
Of course, bringing in new skills, with
potentially a different ethos and culture also has
the potential to cause disruption. In this process,
as throughout the entire change management
associated with the transformation of the IT
enterprise, it’s vital that communication and
engagement with key stakeholders is open and
honest.

Getting agile
In addition to upgrading the technology, transforming the
IT enterprise might also involve new ways of working, says
AA South Africa’s Jaco van der Merwe. “All the literature
I’ve read on the subject says digital transformation and
the agile approach to working go hand in hand. The days
of a waterfall approach in dealing with implementing
these types of projects is over. You need to transform the
team from application oriented to product oriented, the
guys then become focused around solution delivery. If
you don’t change the way you work, from an organisation
perspective, you will battle to get the new solutions in
place. Digital transformation demands a consistent
delivery over a period of time. You’ve got to try new things,
architecture, applications and in between all of that is a
new way of working. Change management is central to
that.”
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TRANSFORMING THE IT
ENTERPRISE FOR THE NEW
DIGITAL WORLD
Between 2013 and 2018 Sasol undertook a journey of modernising its IT infrastructure
moving from a federal system to one agile solution.
BY ALEC JOANNOU, CHIEF DIGITAL OFFICER, SASOL

ovember 2017 and Sasol IM was given the go
ahead to start to modernise IM to enable the
approved ‘Sasol digital journey’. This was based on
a study taken with Bain & Company to investigate if
there was a real case for Sasol to go digital or
whether it would be disruptive for the company
and deliver minimal benefits.
One of the first steps in the IM modernisation
journey was to visit a number of overseas
companies which had taken a similar IT digital
journey and find out from their IT departments
exactly what lessons they had learned, so we
wouldn’t make similar mistakes and we could fasttrack our modernisation ambitions.
From this we gathered key insights. You have to
go big on the cloud, private and public; relook the
way you do and design IT architecture; and you
have to understand what your core transaction
system would be and how you would integrate it
all using new technologies. Channels and ‘go to
market’ mediums will change and the flexibility to
adapt has to be there. You also have to look at any
business competitive edge that exists and then
look at using microservices to deliver the value
from that competitive edge.
DevOps ensures we also move quickly within
the production environment so we can be reactive
to our clients’ needs. We’re looking at the tools to
automate testing of systems within the production
environment, which will save time in implementing
new systems, or updating current ones. Prior to
this it could take a month before implementation,
because we had to check how it would impact all
our applications and systems in the production
environment.
Another aspect that changes quite
fundamentally is how we engage with the
business. We used to have what we call business
relationship managers and we would go to market
through them. The journey moving forward will
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see IT taking the lead from the new business
engagement managers who will be known as
‘product owners’ and they will advise IT on what to
prioritise and what to implement to drive business
benefits and value.
Our speed to delivery in being agile becomes
critical. In the past, we used a waterfall approach,
however now we will follow the agile approach
in all that we do. Upskilling the workforce to start
thinking agile becomes an important aspect. So too
is the kind of people you need in this environment,
because the processes are around design thinking.
Your people need to have empathy, putting
themselves in the user’s seat when designing the
relevant apps. Should the employees utilising the
apps need training to operate them, then you
haven’t designed them correctly. Nowadays we’re
fortunate that the tools for agile development are
available and continually evolving making the
journey into the work of the future accessible for
everyone.
It’s envisaged that within the next three months
Sasol IM will have plotted its IM modernisation
journey and begun executing against it to make
sure that IT is ready for when the business goes
digital.
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